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A one-dimensional fluid model coupled with solution tracking algorithms was applied for anL55 mm
CF4 ~radio frequency! rf discharge atP52 Torr ~low PL value ofPL51). The discharge exhibited a rich
behavior of solution multiplicity as a function of applied rf current density~or voltage!. The most prominent
characteristic was the development of dc self-bias and asymmetry under completely symmetric discharge
conditions, in agreement with experimental data by J. Butterbaugh~Ph.D. dissertation, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, 1990!. The plasma can exist in three states of positive, negative, and zero self-bias, of which
the first two are asymmetric and stable, while the third is symmetric and unstable. The two asymmetric
solutions collapse again into one symmetric solution with zero self-bias at a higher voltage, a transition which
depends on the value of the secondary electron emission coefficient. At lower applied currents~or voltages! the
hysterisis loop of this electronegative plasma is presented between breakdown and extinction, and an unstable
plasma is found between the two points. The observed phenomena are related to the transition of the discharge
from diffusion-controlled to electron-oscillation-amplitude-controlled breakdowns. The sustaining mechanisms
of the plasma and the electron dynamics are discussed.@S1063-651X~96!10806-0#

PACS number~s!: 52.80.Pi, 52.65.Kj

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple solutions, both stable and unstable, at a particu-
lar value of a plasma parameter~e.g., current through the
discharge! are a consequence of the nonlinear nature of the
plasma. A lot of work has been done with instabilities in dc
discharges of electropositive~nonattaching or weakly attach-
ing! gases. For example, as the current through a dc dis-
charge increases, the transition from subnormal to normal
and then to abnormal regimes occurs. The transition is ac-
companied by discharge constriction@2#, and spot formation
@2,3#; in addition, at certain values of the circuit parameters
oscillations can occur@2,4–6#.

Electronegative gases, on the other hand, are much more
interesting for processing of materials. Daniels, Franklin, and
Snell @7# and Franklin, Daniels, and Snell@8# presented a
detailed study of the positive column in discharges of elec-
tronegative gases, and studied the radial profiles of electrons
and ions for various degrees of attachment, detachment, and
recombination. They showed that electronegative gas dis-
charges form an inner ion-ion plasma, surrounded by an
outer electron-ion plasma. Coulter and Emeleus@9# de-
scribed the subnormal to abnormal transition of the elec-
tronegative discharges, revealing phenomena analogous to
electropositive plasmas, such as constriction@10#, and the
moving or standing striations also studied by Woolseyet al.
@11#. Nigham and Wiegand@12# presented a detailed analysis
of the electron ionization-attachment-detachment-induced
changes in the discharge, and the development of striations
as a consequence of such volume processes. All of the above
mentioned studies were conducted in dc discharges, and the

observed phenomena are two dimensional in nature, al-
though ionization-attachment-detachment-induced effects
can be one dimensional.

The similarities between dc and rf discharges in theg
regime have been presented by Raizer and Shneider@13#, but
such analogies are not as obvious in thea regime. However,
for rf electronegative gases the time-averaging procedure of
Kaganovich@14# has many analogies with the dc work of
Refs. @7# and @8#: Two main plasma regions are identified,
i.e., ion-ion and electron-ion regions; depending on the value
of the product~attachment frequency times ion drift time
through an electrode boundary layer!, the boundary layer can
contain only electron-ion or electron-ion and ion-ion plas-
mas. Limited work has been done on the multiplicity and
stability analysis of rf discharges, yet rf plasmas show even
richer phenomena such as constriction and formation of plas-
moids@15#, period doubling@16#, and ionization-attachment-
detachment-induced instabilities@17#. Some of these effects
are two dimensional and others one dimensional in nature.
Both, however, are important as they cause nonuniformity,
damage, and irreproducibility during processing of materials.
Simulation of the observed effects can been done using fluid
models coupled with solution tracking algorithms@18,19#.
Fluid models have proved successful for the study of mul-
tiple solutions and solution branches, such as the ignition-
extinction characteristics of an Ar plasma@18–20#, and the
onset of ionization-attachment-detachment instabilities due
to electron detachment from CFx radicals in CF4 plasmas
@17#.

In a geometrically symmetric capacitively coupled rf dis-
charge, the applied potential is divided symmetrically be-
tween the electrodes, the discharge is symmetric with respect
to the two electrodes, and the dc bias is zero@21#. However,
Butterbaugh@1# has recently shown that, in a narrow-gap
symmetric plasma in CF4 , the symmetric discharge loses
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stability, yielding an asymmetric discharge with a dc self-
bias. Analogous dc bias formation was noticed for SF6/N2
@22,23# at lower frequency and larger electrode gap.

Thus the purpose of this work is to examine narrow-gap
discharges in CF4 , and to study and clarify the discharge
sustaining mechanisms, the stability, and the solution multi-
plicity. This is accomplished using a one-dimensional fluid
model @17–20#. In Sec. II we briefly discuss the mathemati-
cal methods employed. In Sec. III we present and discuss our
results for a CF4 plasma as a function of the magnitude of
the applied sinusoidal rf current density. For convenience we
divide our study into three areas: low, medium, and high
current density. For low currents the hysterisis loop of break-
down extinction of the plasma is shown; for medium currents
the development of dc bias under symmetric conditions is
discussed; finally for high currents the disappearance of the
dc bias is demonstrated. All along, a comparison with experi-
mental data@1# is performed.

II. MATHEMATICAL METHODS
AND INPUT PARAMETERS

The one-dimensional fluid model uses mass, momentum,
and energy balances for electrons, mass, and momentum bal-
ances for the ions and the Poisson equation for the electric
field, and is described in detail in Refs.@18# and @20#. The
differential equations are discretized in space with second-
order-accurate finite differences using a uniform mesh, and
the resulting differential-algebraic equations are integrated
using a second-order-accurate time-implicit algorithm. A
shooting algorithm is used to find directly the oscillatory
steady state to the applied sinusoidal rf current density@20#,
and is coupled with solution tracking algorithms to find so-
lutions as a function of external parameters@19,20#. The
model has already been applied for CF4 discharges in com-
bination with physics and chemistry models to study the
plasma physics@17# and chemistry@24# ~see also Refs.@17#
and@24# for detailed presentation of the parameters used for
CF4).

In this work solution tracking is done with arclength con-
tinuation @25#, either with an augmented Jacobian or with
Keller’s bordering algorithm@26#. At bifurcation points the
tangent vector is used to move the solution from the old
branch to a new one resulting from the bifurcation@27#. The
stability of the solutions is determined from the Floquet mul-
tipliers @28,29#, i.e., the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix
of the shooting algorithm. The stability is also confirmed by
applying a small perturbation in the solution, and integrating
in time; stable solutions are attracted back into the branch,
and unstable ones move to a more stable branch.

The input parameters used for the model are listed in
Table I of Gogolides, Stathakopoulos, and Boudouvis@17#.
Electron detachment from negative ions occurs via collisions
with CFx radicals, their fractional density determining the
extent of electronegativity predicted for CF4 @17,24#. A ratio
CFx to CF4 of 10

23 was used in this work. Higher fractional
values will result in lower negative ion densities@17#, show-
ing the large effect of plasma chemistry on plasma physics
for this gas@24#. Electron mobility~times pressure! mP in
CF4 has a constant value of 20 m

2 Torr/V s at reduced elec-
tric fields (E/P) higher than 6000 V/m Torr, andincreases

sharplyat lower fields~140 m2 Torr/V s at 800 V/m Torr!.
The functionality ofmP ~and all reaction constants as well!
vs E/P is converted to a functionality with respect to the
average electron energy«, and as such it is input in the fluid
model, in order to avoid assumptions of local equilibrium
with the electric field@18#. This implies that electron mobil-
ity in CF4 will be high when electrons have low energy, e.g.,
by cooling when diffusing against the electric field. For the
electron diffusivity, an Einstein relation was considered
(D/m52«/3), as well as a constant diffusivity. Since the
electron diffusion flux~due to both density and temperature
gradients! is multiplied by the ratioD/«52m/3, @18# the
diffusive flux is expected to be greatly enhanced in regions
of the sheath where electrons are cool. The above remarks
should be kept in mind when trying to explain some of the
observed phenomena in the following sections. Secondary
emission is included by adding a flux (2g j1) to the electron
flux, where j1 is the ion flux on the electrode, andg is the
secondary electron emission coefficient. The energy of emit-
ted electrons is arbitrarily taken to be 1 eV at the electrode.

III. RESULTS

A. Overview

An overview of the current-voltage characteristics of a
5-mm CF4 discharge at 2 Torr is presented in Fig. 1, which
shows the maximum voltage as a function of current density
amplitude. For a system with no dc bias the maximum volt-
age is simply the amplitude of the rf voltageV rf ; for a
system with dc bias the maximum voltage isV rf1Vdc. In
the same figure, the experimental results of Butterbaugh@1#
are shown for a first comparison. It is thus clear that the
narrow gap~or low PL51) discharge exhibits a pitchfork

FIG. 1. Voltage-current density (V-I ) characteristics of a CF4
discharge at 5-mm spacing, 2 Torr, and 13.56 MHz. The maximum
voltage (Vmax5Vrf1Vdc) is shown as a function of current density
amplitude. Lines denote model results~full line for g50.1, dashed
line for g50.01), and symbols experimental data@1#. F andB are
turning points, whileA, D, andG are bifurcation points.Dexpt and
Gexpt refer to the analogous experimental points. The symmetric
solution DG is unstable betweenD andG, and becomes stable
after G, while experimental data have the same behavior after
Gexpt.
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bifurcation at pointD on theV-I curve, resulting in branches
with positive or negative dc self-bias in a symmetric system.
The phenomenon takes place at medium currents, and is
studied in Sec. III C. At high currents the secondary electron
emission coefficient plays a significant role, as discussed in
Sec. III D. At low currents two turning points F and B define
the hysterisis loop of the extinction breakdown of the dis-
charge, as described in Sec. III B.

B. Low current density regime

We now focus on the low current density region of Fig. 1,
shown also in Fig. 2, and examine the discharged behavior in
regionsDF, FB, or FB8, andBA or B8A, whereB and
B8 are the breakdown points forg50.1 and 0.01, respec-
tively. Figure 2 shows the rf voltage amplitude versus rf
current density amplitude in the lower current regime; in
contrast with Fig. 1, onlyVrf is plotted, and thus the two
branches with dc bias starting fromD fall on top of each
other. Figure 3 shows the charged species densities in the
center of the plasma as a function of current density. The part
of the curveDF is the usual symmetric discharge, without dc
bias @17,18#. In this region electron densities are lower than
ion densities, while positive and negative ion densities are of
almost equal magnitude. This is illustrated in Fig. 4~a!,
which shows the time-averaged densities of the charged spe-
cies versus interelectrode position, also revealing the pres-
ence of an inner positive-negative ion plasma, and an outer
electron-positive ion plasma@7,8#. The presence and form of
those two plasma regions is also confirmed by the value of
the product ~attachment frequency times ion drift time
through the electrode boundary layer! which equals
0.04!1 @14#. Observe in Figs. 2 and 3 that as the current
density forced through the discharge decreases, the densities
decrease and, at pointF, where theV-I and ne /n1 /n2-I
curves turn, the plasma extinguishes. At this point the elec-
tron sheath collapses~i.e., becomes greater than half the dis-

charge length!, and electron densities drop much faster than
ion densities. Sheath widths are defined as the distance from
the electrode, where carrier density~electrons or ions! has
increased up to a fixed, small percentage of the bulk carrier
density. Because electrons oscillate, we refer to their maxi-
mum sheath width, which corresponds to the maximum os-
cillation of the electron front. In contrast, the ion sheath
width is constant.

The FB ~or FB8) curve is an unstable plasma state, not
obtained experimentally. The electrical characteristics of this
plasma are essentially the same, with the capacitor formed
between the two electrodes. The densities of the charged
species are shown in Figs. 3 and 4~b!. Notice that although
electron densities drop quickly, the ion sheath is still present,
and positive-negative ion densities are still of the same order
of magnitude. The observed voltage and density behavior, as
a function of current density, is very similar to the extinction
behavior observed for Ar discharges@19,20#.

At point B ~or B8 depending ong), which we denote as
the breakdown point, the ion sheath collapses~i.e., becomes
greater than half the discharge length!, and positive-negative
ion densities drop quickly and are of unequal magnitude. The
model predicts thatBA ~or B8A) is a stable series of states,
where a collection of positive and negative ions, and elec-
trons, can exist at small densities; see Figs. 3 and 4~c!. After
extinction the discharge moves to this stable regimeBA
(B8A). Both the Floquet multipliers and time integration
show that states fromFB (FB8) collapse onto states on
BA (B8A), but the densities onBA (B8A) do not become
zero with time. This happens only below pointA. It appears
that pointA is a prebreakdown point, leading not to the for-
mation of a discharge but to a collection of carriers. It is not
clear to us whether this behavior is real, an artifact of the
boundary conditions@18,20#, or an effect of the narrow gap
~low PL value!, which suppresses diffusion controlled
breakdown, as discussed in the following paragraph.

Figure 2 shows that breakdown depends on the value of
g ~curvesAB andAB8), hinting that breakdown is mobility
controlled @30#. This can indeed be verified comparing the
reduced field strengths (E/P) predicted from the model, and

FIG. 2. V-I characteristics of the CF4 discharge, at low-medium
currents. Contrary to Fig. 1, the RF voltage amplitude (Vrf) vs the
amplitude of the current density is shown. Thus the two branches
with positive-negative dc bias~on the right-hand side of pointD)
fall on top of each other and above the symmetric solutionV-I
curve.B and B8 are the breakdown points forg50.1 and 0.01,
respectively.DFBE or DFB8E define a hysterisis loop.

FIG. 3. Electron and ion densities vs current density for the
branchesDF, FB8, andB8A. F is the extinction of the plasma, and
B8 the breakdown. Densities become zero at pointA.
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calculated for diffusion- @31# or oscillation-amplitude-
controlled @30# breakdown. The model predicts that the
E/P amplitude equals 450 V/cm Torr~rms 320! for
g50.01, while for g50.1 the E/P is reduced to 250
V/cm Torr ~rms 180!, for pointsB8 andB, respectively. The

E/P in the diffusion-controlled breakdown can be computed
@31# balancing electron diffusion plus attachment losses to
ionization @De /L

25(Ki (E/P)-Ka(E/P))N], while the critical
E/P ~where the electron oscillation amplitude becomes equal
to half the discharge gapL) can also be calculated@30#
@E/P5p f L/(20.5meP)#; in the aboveN denotes the neutral
density,K are the ionization and attachment coefficients,D
is the diffusivity, L is the discharge gap,L5L/p is the
diffusion length, andf is the rf frequency. ForP52 Torr,
L55 mm,DeP5110 m2 Torr/s,meP520 m2 Torr/V/s, and
the ionization/attachment coefficients given by Gogolides,
Stathakopoulos, and Boudouvis@17#, the calculated rms
E/P for a diffusion-controlled breakdown equals 80
V/cm Torr ~average electron energy 9.2 eV!, while the criti-
cal E/P for mobility-controlled breakdown equals 75
V/cm Torr ~average electron energy 8.9 eV!. Hence the elec-
tron oscillation amplitude limit is reached before diffusion
breakdown, and the electric field strength required to create
the discharge increases sharply, and depends on electrode
processes and thus on the value ofg.

To summarize, there exists a hysterisis loop, where the
discharge starts atB (B8) ~breakdown!, moves to pointE
~sustainment or operating point see Fig. 2!, and then extin-
guishes atF. Figure 5 shows the transitions more clearly, as
a function of the rf current density amplitude. The maximum
electron sheath 1se ~i.e., maximum oscillation of the electron
front! is plotted, and it is seen to increase quickly at point
F, becoming equal to half the interelectrode separation. Con-
versely, the ion sheath 1s1 increases slowly atF, and be-
comes equal to half the interelectrode separation atB (B8).
The time-averaged electron energy«, and E/P, are also
shown, revealing the dramatic increase of both after extinc-
tion, since electric fields are not shielded enough after point
F, due to the collapse of the electron sheath. On top of the
E/P vs I curve of the discharge, theE/P vs I curve of the
capacitor defined by the two electrodes (E/P5I 0 /vCLP) is

FIG. 4. Electron and ion densities vs the interelectrode position
for the three branches, and the same current density (I537 A /
m2): ~a! BranchDF stable state, plasma on.~b! Branch FB or
FB8, unstable state, plasma off.~c! BranchBA orB8A, stable state,
plasma off.

FIG. 5. Electron sheath lse ~double-dot—dashed curve!, ion
sheathl s1 ~triple-dot–dashed curve!, average electron energy in the
bulk « ~full curve!, E/P ratio in the bulk~dot-dashed curve!, and
E/P of the capacitor defined by the two electrodes~dashed curve!,
vs the current density. At the extinction pointF, the electron sheath
collapses, and at pointB8 the ion sheath collapses~i.e., they be-
come greater than half the discharge length!.
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plotted, showing its similarity to the plasma characteristics
after extinction.

Since we stated that electron oscillation determines the
breakdown field in this narrow-gap discharge, it is instructive
to calculate the sustainment electric field, by balancing am-
bipolar diffusion and attachment losses to ionization
@Da /L

25(Ki (E/P)-Ka(E/P))N]. The calculation will permit a
comparison of the sustainmentE/P predicted by the model,
and the one required for a discharge in the diffusion-
controlled regime. The value of the ambipolar diffusivity
varies depending on the ratio of electron to ion temperature,
and the ratio of negative ion to electron densities@31,32#; for
the minimum value@attained for very few negative ions,
Da5De /(11me /m1)51/264# the minimum sustaining
electric field is 47 V/cm Torr~average electron energy
«57 eV!. Our model ~which includes detachment, and a
large number of negative ions! predictsE/P equal to 50
V/cm Torr («57.5 eV! for the center of the plasma~see Fig.
5!. The two values are not very different, showing that the
discharge can in principle exist with the usual structure of a
diffusion-controlled discharge, after its ignition, despite the
high E/P required for breakdown.

C. Medium current density region. Development of dc bias
in a symmetric discharge

In this section we study the regionFDG shown in Fig. 1,
in which the dc bias develops. Figure 6 shows the dc self-
bias versus the rf current density amplitude. The data from
Butterbaugh@1# are also plotted for comparison. Up to point
D only one branch of solutions exists with zero dc bias. At
higher currents two additional branches develop with a su-
percritical pitchfork type bifurcation, having positive and
negative dc-bias voltages, respectively. The additional
branches are stable, while the middle branch becomes un-
stable. Finally, at even higher currents the branches collapse
back into the symmetric solution. Notice from Fig. 2, that the
branches with dc bias, for the same current density, show a
higher rf voltage than the middle symmetric branch. This
suggests that the stable discharge state is here the one with
higher impedance.

Results for two values ofg are plotted in Figs. 1 and 6.
Note that the plasma states on the dotted curve (g50.01)
remain unstable and asymmetric even for very high values of
the current density. However, the states on the full curve
(g50.1) become stable after pointG, in agreement with the
experimental data, which show that at pointGexpt the two
branches with dc bias abruptly disappear, and the discharge
becomes symmetric again. The stable states on the curve
with g50.1 have now alower impedancecompared with
those withg50.01.

The agreement with experimental data is satisfactory,
given the experimental error and the fact that our values of
the dc bias are accurate within 10%. This is so because we
are using 100 mesh points and a uniform mesh, when dis-
cretizing the differential equations. To reduce the error for
the dc bias to below 1%, we needed between 300 and 400
mesh points; however, the computational cost increased pro-
hibitively, and only a few selected points were calculated
with higher accuracy. The form of theV-I curve did not
change as a function of mesh points; however, pointD
moved to lower values as the mesh points were increased.
Our model could not follow the solutions with dc bias above
pointsZ andH ~see Fig. 6!, due to numerical problems with
the time integrator, which could not be circumvented by de-
creasing its time step.

Having presented theV-I characteristics of the branches
resulting from the pitchfork bifurcation, we now attempt to
explain the discharge structure. Figures 7 and 8 show the
time-average potential and electric field distributions for the
positive, zero, and negative dc-bias cases respectively.~Elec-
tric fields were shifted up and down for the solutions with dc
bias to be put in the same plot as the one without dc bias.!
The electrode at positionx51 ~5 mm! is grounded. Note that
in comparison with the zero bias case, the thickness of the
bulk of the plasma has been reduced, and the sheath adjacent
to the more negative electrode became larger; the plasma is
now asymmetric. The time-averaged electron densities are
shown in Fig. 9, for the three cases of positive, zero, and
negative dc bias. Electrons are pushed away from the larger
sheath~i.e., the more negative electrode!, and toward the

FIG. 6. DC-bias voltage vs current density forg50.1 ~full line!
andg50.01 ~dashed line!. Dots are experimental results@1#.

FIG. 7. Potential distribution between the electrodes, for the
case of symmetric~0-V dc bias! and asymmetric~173 and
273-V dc bias! solutions.
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more positive electrode, while the density profiles become
asymmetric, resulting in dc-bias formation.

An understanding of the sustainment mechanism of the
discharge can be gained from Figs. 10~a!–10~c! and 11~a!–
11~c!. Figure 10 shows contour lines of the absolute value of
the electric field, versus position and rf time~phase! of the
applied sinusoidal current density. Note that in addition to
the high electric field values on the electrodes, local maxima
which correspond to the double layers@22,23,33# are present
at the bulk-sheath interface. Double layers are created by the
oscillating electrons, as they change the space charge and
potential distribution set up by the positive-negative ions,
which hardly respond to the field at this frequency. The sym-
metric plasma has two such double layers@Fig. 11~b!#, while
in the asymmetric plasmas the double layer close to the more
negative electrode disappears@Figs. 10~a! and 10~c!#.

In the bulk of the plasma electron energy shows analo-
gous behavior with the absolute electric field, and local
maxima in the double layers. Thus the ionization rate con-

stantKi(«), which depends exponentially on energy, will
have larger values in the double layers, compared to the
bulk. Figure 11 shows as a function of position and time the
ionization rateRi defined asRi5Ki(«)Nne , whereN and
ne are the neutral and electron densities, respectively. The
first observation is that the ionization peaks coincide with the

FIG. 8. Electric field vs interelectrode position, for the cases of
symmetric~without dc bias! and asymmetric~with dc bias! solu-
tions. The curves with dc bias were shifted up and down from the
zero axis in order to be clearly visible; their flat part is at 0 V/cm.

FIG. 9. Electron density time averaged over the rf cycle vs the
interelectrode position for the three cases of dc bias.

FIG. 10. Contour lines of the absolute value of the electric field
vs position and rf time. Darker colors signify higher electric fields.
~a! Solution with positive dc bias.~b! Solution with zero bias.~c!
Solution with negative dc bias. The darker islands in the plasma
bulk (x50.3–0.4%,t520–40% andx50.6–0.7%,t570–90%!
for contour ~b! are the double layer regions. Contours~a! and ~c!
show only one such double layer.
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position and phase of the local electric field maxima due to
the double layers. Hence this narrow-gap~low PL value!
electronegative plasma is sustained mostly by double layer
ionization: Electrons from the bulk are accelerated toward
the sheath and accumulated in the double layer, causing in-
creased local ionization. Conversely, in electropositive dis-
charges, ionization takes place due to electrons, which have
diffused in the sheath, and are accelerated back into the bulk
of the plasma. Compare Fig. 11~b! with Figs. 6 and 7 from
Gogolides and Sawin@18#.

The second observation from Figs. 11~a!–11~c! is that the
asymmetric plasma with dc bias shows only one ionization
peak close to the smallest sheath~i.e., the sheath close to the
more positive electrode!. The ionization peak close to the
more negative electrode has disappeared. Indeed, as the

double layer in the sheath close to the more negative elec-
trode disappeared~see Fig. 11!, the electric fields, and elec-
tron energies became smaller, the ionization rate constant
was reduced, and the ionization rate dropped significantly
there. Since ionization and light emission are analogous pro-
cesses, this suggests that emission from one sheath disap-
pears, very much in agreement with the observations of But-
terbaugh@1#. Butterbaugh attributed the phenomenon to the
disappearance of one sheath, while in reality it is the one
double layer which disappears. Finally, notice that, contrary
to the usual behavior, where the ionization peak appears
close to the electrode with the negative dc bias~e.g., in dis-
charges with unequal size of electrodes!, here the ionization
peak disappears from the side of the electrode with the nega-
tive bias. This is also due to the disappearance of the double
layer there.

The asymmetry induced in the discharge from the dc bias
inevitably has consequences on the electrical characteristics
of the discharge. In symmetric discharges the two equal
sheaths oscillate with a phase difference of 180°. As a result,
if one applies a sinusoidal voltage~or current!, the current
waveform~or voltage, respectively! has only odd harmonics.
When this symmetry was broken, the waveform contained
even harmonics as well@1#. In the model a current was
forced in the discharge, and the voltage waveform was found
to contain all harmonics, the second harmonic being twice as
large as the third one, and about 3% of the first harmonic.

In an effort to explain the observed phenomena we varied
the electrode spacing, the pressure, and the electron mobility.
We observed that the dc bias drops with increasing pressure
or increasing space~i.e., increasingPL) in agreement with
experiments@1#, and for the spacing of 5 mm, itdisappears,
when a constant instead of a variable electron mobility is
used~see Sec. II!. We changed the electron mobility function
to a constant, with values ranging frommP520 to 100
m2 Torr/V/s. Starting from any asymmetric solution, ob-
tained with the variable mobility function, changing to a con-
stant mobility and integrating in time resulted in a symmetric
solution formP,60 m2 Torr/V/s, or to discharge extinction
for higher mobility values. We thus concluded that it is the
functionality ofmP with electron energy«, which is prob-
ably responsible for the observed phenomena. This function-
ality yields high mobilities at low« ~or E/P), and traces
back to the momentum transfer cross section dependence
with «, which for CF4 shows a minimum. Close to the elec-
trodes we observed very low electron energies during parts
of the rf cycle, when electrons diffused in the sheath~2.5–
3.5 eV!; the resulting mobilities were as high as 140
m2 Torr/V/s, resulting in high diffusivities, and hence in-
creased diffusion fluxes and enhanced losses of electrons on
the electrodes~see Sec. II!. Consequently electrons could be
randomly lost on the powered or grounded electrode, de-
pending on the phase of the cycle. If electrons were to be
randomly lost on the powered electrode, they would cause
the appearance of a negative dc bias, the increase of the
powered sheath, the shrinking of the bulk region, and the
accumulation of the electrons in the double layer adjacent to
the grounded electrode. Should our hypothesis be true that
the observed phenomena are due to the minimum in the mo-
mentum transfer cross section in combination with the elec-
tronegativity of the plasma, other gases or gas mixtures with

FIG. 11. Three-dimensional view of the ionization rate vs posi-
tion and rf time.~a! Solution with a positive dc bias.~b! Solution
with zero dc bias.~c! Solution with a negative dc bias. The dc bias
develops at position 0, while position 1 is grounded. Ionization
coincides with the double layers.
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similar mobility functions and electronegativity should show
analogous behavior. The electronegativity is thought to be
important for the results discussed in this work, since the
formation of double layers and relevant phenomena are a
characteristic of electronegative plasmas.

D. High current density region

As discussed previously, the high current density region
depends on the value of the secondary emission coefficient.
If the secondary emission is not enough to balance the loss of
electrons on the electrodes due to their oscillation, then the
discharge is unstable. If there are enough electrons, then the
symmetric discharge becomes stable, and the plasma bulk
can expand again. For the case of highg we observed in-
creased ionization in the sheaths and in the bulk. Although
our model can handle thea to g transition, its accuracy must
be checked since we are using one energy to characterize all
electrons, and underestimate the highly energetic beam elec-
trons which cause the transition.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using a fluid model, the behavior of the CF4 discharge in
a narrow-gap~low PL value equal to 1! reactor of 5 mm was
investigated as a function of applied rf current density at 2
Torr. For low current densities two turning points exist in the
V-I curve, one corresponding to the extinction of the plasma
and the expansion of the electron sheath to the whole dis-
charge region, and the other corresponding to breakdown.

These two points define a hysterisis loop. Breakdown at such
low PL values is mobility controlled, and depends on the
value of the secondary emission coefficientg.

For medium currents theV-I characteristic exhibited a
pitchfork bifurcation leading to the appearance of two stable
asymmetric branches with dc bias, under symmetric reactor
configuration. The asymmetry was also shown by asymmet-
ric ionization and emission profiles, and by the disappear-
ance of one of the two double layers. These results are in
agreement with experimental data@1#. The value of the dc
bias depended ong, electrode spacing, pressure, the forma-
tion of double layers~i.e., electronegativity!, and the func-
tionality of the electron mobility with electron energy result-
ing from the dependence of the momentum transfer cross
section with energy.

Finally, at high currents secondary electron emission be-
comes again important, and forg50.1 the asymmetric
branches collapses again on a symmetric solution. It is in-
deed important to note that a one-dimensional fluid model
can capture discharge nonlinearities, and phenomena which
one would intuitively tend to consider as two dimensional,
such as the appearance of solutions with dc bias in symmet-
ric systems.
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